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Leger Film Studios
390 N Orange Ave, Orlando, FL
32801, USA

IINNTT..  BBLLAACCKK  SSUUVV  --  SSAAMMEE7777

Two thug-looking men dressed in all black sit calmly, smoking 
weed, waiting. TECH (20) occupies the driver's seat, and UZI 
(19) is in the passenger seat. TECH receives a text message.

TTEECCHH
(Reference text)

Game time.

UUZZII
Shit...let's do it.

They brandish their, and drives off, following them.

IINNTT..  TTEECCHH''SS  CCAARR  --  NNIIGGHHTT,,  SSAAMMEE11221122

TECH and UZI pulls up to the house. Immediately, they scope 
the scene.

TTEECCHH
J-Roc want us to keep the bitch out 
this shit, but if these niggas buck 
up, we gotta do what we do.

UUZZII
Fuck that bitch. You already know 
what I'm on.

PING! They get a text message. They pull their mask down, 
cock their guns, and exit the SUV.

IINNTT..  AAIIRRBBNNBB  HHOOUUSSEE  --  BBAATTHHRROOOOMM  --  NNIIGGHHTT,,  SSAAMMEE11661166

PORTLAND is finishing up on peeing. He flushes and makes his 
way out the bathroom.
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BACK ON DESTINY

DESTINY notices TECH and UZI entering. While still straddling 
SHAY, she pivots around and starts twerking on him. He falls 
further in the moment, making it rain on her. Lost in the 
moment, SHAY drops his head back, only to be suddenly staring 
down the barrel of a gun.

TTEECCHH
Move and I'll blow yo shit off.

DESTINY whirls around, coming face to face with TECH, and 
lets out a piercing scream. WE CAN'T tell if she's acting or 
truly scared.

BACK ON PORTLAND

PORTLAND, alerted by the scream, rushes into the living room, 
passing by UZI without noticing. Aware of TECH's gun pointed 
at SHAY, PORTLAND is caught off guard as UZI presses his gun 
against the back of PORTLAND's head.

UUZZII
Where the money at fuck boy?

SSHHAAYY
Y'all don't want these problems my 
nigga.

TECH
Shut yo country ass. Where the 
money muthafucka?

PPOORRTTLLAANNDD
Ain't shit here.

In the midst of the chaos, DESTINY, scared, keeps screaming.

TECH
Bitch, shut the fuck up.

TECH, frustrated, slaps DESTINY, instantly shutting her up. 
SHAY tries to run off, but TECH swiftly hits him with the 
butt of the gun, knocking him out.

PORTLAND disarms UZI, knocking the gun to the floor. As 
PORTLAND reaches for the gun, three shots ring out, piercing 
his back. He collapses to the ground.

TECH (CONT'D)
(to UZI)

Get the stick nigga.

UZI snaps out of and scrambles to his feet, grabbing his gun. 
TECH shoots SHAY in the forehead.

TECH (CONT'D)
(to DESTINY)

Get the fuck outta here.
(to UZI)
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Search this shit! Hurry up!

TECH and UZI scour the house for the money. We focus on 
DESTINY, she checks her mouth, spotting blood. After a 
moment, DESTINY quickly grabs money from SHAY's pocket and 
the scattered bills on the floor, then runs out the house.

IINNTT..  AAIIRRBBNNBB  HHOOUUSSEE  --  BBEEDDRROOOOMM  --  NNIIGGHHTT,,  SSAAMMEE11771177

UZI ransacks the entire room until he lands on a suitcase in 
the closet. He pulls it out and opens it, witnessing a stash 
of money. His eyes widen in excitement.

UUZZII
(screams out to TECH)

Ay bra! In here.

TECH comes frantically running in, and when he sees it, he's 
just as shocked as UZI.

TTEECCHH
Oh shit! Grab the shit and lets go.

UZI zips the bag, and as he's about to grab the suitcase, his 
phone falls out of his pocket and slides under the bed. He 
goes to get it and notices three more suitcases underneath 
the bed. Shocked, he moves towards the suitcases.

TECH (CONT'D)
Nigga what fuck you doin? Let's go!

UZI pulls two of the three suitcases out. When he opens them, 
he sees both suitcases full of COCAINE BRICKS with a 
DISTINCTIVE SYMBOL stamped on each one. TECH and UZI can't 
believe their eyes, slightly celebrating.

UZI
Nigga what the fuck!

TECH
Gotdamn! This is a muthafuckin liq!

WE ZOOM IN on the distinctive symbol, filling the entire 
frame, and we...
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